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Investigating the physical  reality of ay still  life objects 

and figure studlea and how they relate to the space In and around 

then la what ay thasls la about. 
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TEXT 

In ay paintings   I  concern nyaelf especially with  the  texture 

of  the  subjects  as  wall as  the  Interplay of   light and dark upon 

their  surfaces.     By doing this  I expect  to  render a more  physical 

representation of my subjects, one which would create a feeling of 

substance. 

My choices of subject natter for ay still  life paintings are 

determined  In relation  to how well  they work with one another. 

In ay paintings,   I have  created a  balanced harmony of  Una,  space 

and color.     For example  in  "Composition with Class Vase," the 

vase is alaost  centered and  is  set  off  not only by Its  transparency, 

but  by its wara coloration In relation  to the coaposltlon's over- 

all cool  tonality.     This  cool,  wara relationship also serves  to 

push the vase forward creating an artificial feeling of space. 

My palette  is  base   solely on ay  subject  aatter,  although, 

1 do use  large  quantities of  Titanlua White to achieve,  aaong 

other things, a  clarity of  fora at  the  edges  of  ay subjects. 

1  began ray drawings  with preliminary sketches  in upper right 

hand corner of the paper; after 1 have developed a certain feel 

for the subject and  medium  1 am working with,   1 aa ready to begin 

the final  drawing.     The  final  drawing  Is characterize by a  saooth 

flow of  lines,  and a clear definition of  fora. 

The Interplay of  light and shape unlike in ay still  life 

painting, is relegated to a lesser role because of ay desire to 



accentuate  the  surface  qualities  of the  human  for™. 

By Investigating th« physical  aurfaea of ay subject matter 

I had  to concentrate  on certain areas  that  I  thought were  imp- 

ortant to the overall   structure of the subject's for™, fro* 

there I accented those areaa at the expense of other areas, 

creating Images that are illualonlatlcally three dimensional  In 

form as well aa detailed in nature. 


